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postgraduate prospectus



To appreciate how special our campus is, you really have 
to see it.

It’s a 360 hectare estate – a specialist environment which 
has had more than £50million invested in it over the last 
10 years.

Hartpury provides a unique postgraduate experience; 
in a beautiful setting, supported by outstanding staff, 
students are able to engage in applied study and research 
as part of Hartpury’s active research community. Your 
Programme Manager will support you in making the 
most of the opportunities available at Hartpury, including 
access to facilities, making the most of industry contacts 
and links and help with potential placements/research 
collaborations.

Hartpury postgraduates enter a range of professional 
careers. A significant proportion enter employment 
directly related to their studies. Roles include Veterinary 
Technician, Animal Welfare Officer, Microbiologist, Zoo 
Education Officer, Researcher, Lecturer and Sports Coach.

Our outstanding postgraduate employment history of 
100% highlights how these courses will help you progress 
both your interests and career aspirations.
 

There’s a 20% discount on full-time postgraduate course fees if 
you are graduating with an honours degree from Hartpury?

DREAM CAREERS START AT HARTPURY

DID YOU KNOW
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There really is no 
place like Hartpury.” 



Gloucestershire is a stunning and diverse county – with the charm of the Cotswolds 
and the breathtaking landscapes of the Forest of Dean. 

There are so many places to visit across the region, including zoos, wildlife parks, nature reserves 
and sites of natural beauty. Nearby Cheltenham hosts many events including the Festival of Science 
in June and the Gold Cup week at the Racecourse in March. 

The county is also sports mad, with Gloucester home to one of the biggest rugby clubs in the 
country. Fans, including Hartpury students, flock to Kingsholm Stadium week in week out. 

Fantastic shopping can be found close by in Gloucester, Cheltenham and Bristol

You are also spoilt for choice when it comes to adventure sports with South Cerney Water Park, 
kayaking and rock climbing in the Wye Valley, and the dry ski slope all within easy reach of the 
Hartpury campus.

LIFE IN GLOUCESTERSHIRE

“Hartpury was my first choice 
and I’m glad I chose them. It’s a 
fantastic campus, within picturesque 
surroundings and excellent facilities. I 
know that my time here will enhance 
my career to become a very successful 
and professional Veterinary Nurse.”

Paige Llewellyn | Student Ambassador
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Prize winners celebrate at Hartpury’s 
graduation ceremony at Gloucester Cathedral



Postgraduate study at Hartpury

We offer a wide range of postgraduate qualifications across Sport, 
Equine and Animal and Land, including Postgraduate Certificates, 
Postgraduate Diplomas and Masters level qualifications.

Our postgraduate programmes give you the necessary applied 
understanding to ensure you succeed in your chosen industry. Through 
part-time routes we also offer the perfect opportunity for professionals 
already in industry to gain academic qualifications and further develop 
their skills and experience.

Our postgraduate offering is flexible and includes weekend block 
delivery. Students can enrol on to postgraduate study immediately 
after completing their Honours Degree or after time out from 
education.

We also consider applicants on an individual basis, such as those who 
might not have a subject-relevant undergraduate degree, but who 
have already been working to a high level in industry.

To support your studies, a new 24-hour postgraduate study area is 
available in our University Learning Centre.
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Hartpury boasts a 100% postgraduate 
employment record

DID YOU KNOW?

“The postgraduate room is a brilliant new addition to the library that functions as a 
comfortable working space, enabling peers to meet and discuss projects or research 
ideas.”

Simon Hubbard MSc by Research Animal Behaviour and Welfare
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WHAT YOU’LL LEARN

The programme begins with 60 credits of taught modules, including Advances 
in Animal Behaviour, Contemporary Issues in Animal Welfare and Research 
Methods.

These modules will give you the opportunity to expand your knowledge of 
animal behaviour and welfare science, advance your skills in critically evaluating 
current research and develop your abilities in research design and statistical 
analysis. These skills, along with one to one support, will allow you to under-
stand and apply current scientific thinking, develop new ideas and evaluate 
current practices.  This will allow you to effectively design and carry out your 
research project. This original research will make a valuable contribution to 
the field of animal behaviour or welfare. The dissertation is flexible and can be 
tailored to specific interests and career aspirations.

The knowledge and skills that you gain from the programme will enhance your 
career prospects and can be applied in future scientific research and in practical 
areas such as conservation, research centres and zoos.

MODULES

Advances in Animal Behaviour Contemporary Issues in Animal Welfare Science

Postgraduate Independent Study The Research Process

Extended Postgraduate Dissertation

AFTER  GRADUATION

Zoo Education Officers or Researchers, University and College Lecturers, 
Policy & Legislation Advisors, PhD Study

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS:

Applicants should have at least a lower second (2:2) Honours Degree in a 
relevant subject.

Students with non-relevant qualifications but two or more years of relevant 
work experience or professional experience will be considered on an individual 
basis.

We welcome students with equivalent qualifications.

animal behaviour and welfare (MRES, PGDIP, PGCERT)

WHY YOU SHOULD STUDY THIS DEGREE:

 � Your initial focus will be on taught core modules that include advances 
in animal behaviour, focusing on animal cognition, animal personality 
and animal communication, and contemporary issues in animal welfare 
science, including legislation, welfare concerns and welfare assessment.

 � Optional modules will enable you to tailor your Masters to your own 
areas of interest and could include the human-animal bond, wildlife 
conflict and animal behaviour and welfare in practice.

 � Study will be a mix of lectures, seminars, laboratory and field work, 
practical welfare assessment and study trips

WHY YOU SHOULD STUDY THIS DEGREE:

 � You will undertake a personalised research project fully supported by 
expert staff, outstanding facilities and industry links

 � You will gain the knowledge and skills to progress on to a PhD in a 
related topic or employment in the animal behaviour and welfare sector 
as researchers, consultants, welfare officers and lecturers 

 � Your lecturers come from diverse academic backgrounds

 � Our excellent facilities include a canine hydrotherapy unit, a working 
farm, a red deer herd and a collection of exotic and domestic animals 

 � As this degree is research-focused, you will spend nine months 
completing your research project, developing skills and in-depth 
knowledge

DID YOU KNOW?

We have links with a number of organisations and establishments. These 
include Cotswold Wildlife Park, Natural England, Pillansberg National Park, 
RSPB and West Midlands Safari Park; this will allow you to undertake exciting 
research projects relevant to the needs of the industry. 

Students enrolled on the MRes are able to apply for funding to support their 
research project (a maximum of £1000) by applying through the College’s 
Scholarship Committee.

CONFERENCES

Attending and participating in academic conferences will provide you with 
essential practice in conference preparation and presentation and will allow 
you to network with employers and other academics working in your chosen 
field.  We undertake programme trips to the Association for the Study of 
Animal Behaviour conference and the Universities Federation of Animal 
Welfare conference. We also encourage students to present their postgraduate 
research at conferences, such as BSAS, ISAZ, UFAW and the Mammal Society 
Conference. 

Masters in Research Animal Behaviour & Welfare
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“The course is really interesting and informative, managing to convey 
conceptually challenging material in a fun and friendly way. The practical 
parts of the course enhanced the overall learning and the staff were ever 
helpful whenever I felt out of my depth. Advice was readily available whenever 
required from both students and staff. ”

John Grainger MRes Animal 
Behaviour and Welfare



ENTRY REQUIREMENTS:

Applicants should have at least a lower second (2:2) Honours Degree in a 
relevant subject.

Students with non-relevant qualifications but two or more years of relevant 
work experience or professional experience will be considered on an individual 
basis.

We welcome students with equivalent qualifications.

Anthrozoology (MRES, PGDIP, PGCERT)

WHY YOU SHOULD STUDY THIS DEGREE:

The Masters by Research in Anthrozoology degree offers an opportunity 
to explore the  diverse area of human animal interactions. The programme 
will be of interest to anyone who wants to understand more about the 
role of animals in human society, providing an insight into how humans 
and animals co-exist from a historic and contemporary perspective. You 
will  investigate animals as therapeutic interventions and explore the 
use of animals to support human wellbeing and within education, as 
well as how animals have and continue to play a key role throughout 
different human cultures and religions. We will also explore how humans 
co-exist and impact on animals through conservation, exploitation 
and as companions, as well as debating the ethical issues surrounding 
anthroozoology.

Modules are taught through a combination of blocked days and blended 
learning. Teaching is condensed to allow Masters study to fit around other 
commitments and to support participation from national and international 
students.

You will advance your skills in critically evaluating current research, and 
develop your abilities in research design and statistical analysis, allowing 
you to effectively design and carry out an original research project that 
will make a valuable contribution to the field of Anthrozoology.  The 
optional Wildlife Conflict module includes an extended field trip to South 
Africa, during which students will hear first hand about how conflict 
shapes human-animal interaction and affects policy and legislation.

Topics you could study on the Masters by Research in Anthrozoology 
could include the human-animal bond, wildlife conflict, applied 
anthrozoology and contemporary Issues in animal welfare science, 
alongside research-focused modules including the research process, 
independent study and an extended dissertation.

DID YOU KNOW?

This Masters degree offers a stepping stone into careers within conservation, 
zoo education, animal training, animal charities and animal assisted therapy or 
further postgraduate study..
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One year full-time
Part-time routes are available



DID YOU KNOW?

The taught components of the MRes in Equestrian Performance are delivered via weekend study blocks to 
facilitate study alongside your career or personal commitments. Each taught module will be delivered over 
either one or two weekends depending on the credit weighting and delivery methods for the module, while 
the extended research project is undertaken across the academic year through independent study supported 
by an allocated supervisory team. 

The MRes in Equestrian Performance can be completed full-time in one year. The option for part-time study 
is available and study plans from two to three years may be negotiated depending on personal circumstances 
and career goals.

Students enrolled on the MRes  are able to apply for funding to support their research project by applying 
through the College’s Scholarship Committee.

WHY YOU SHOULD STUDY THIS DEGREE

The MRes in Equestrian Performance programme provides the opportunity to put into practice research 
techniques from a range of new and rapidly moving areas depending on your chosen field of study. We will 
support you with the opportunities and expertise that Hartpury has to offer as an educational and world 
class competition establishment. Our institution is increasing its research profile, including our active Research 
Centre for Performance in Equestrian Sports. Students are encouraged to become immersed in the research 
ethos through attendance at conferences, presentation of their own research and by becoming a member of 
the wider academic community, including at our own annual Alltech-Hartpury Student Conference. 

The programme includes an extended research project alongside a research process module and subject 
specific modules, chosen by you, to complement your chosen specialist research topic. The aim of the 
extended research project is that you will make a valuable contribution of knowledge to the field of equestrian 
performance. Through the requirements of the programme, you will be expected to critically evaluate current 
research, analyse primary data and report your findings. These skills will allow you to understand and apply 
current scientific thinking, develop new ideas, and evaluate current processes and practices. 

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

Applicants should have at least a lower second 
(2:2) Honours Degree in a relevant subject.

Students with non-relevant qualifications but 
two or more years of relevant work experience 
or professional experience will be considered on 
an individual basis.

We welcome students with equivalent 
qualifications.

CORE MODULES

The Research Process

The Extended Postgraduate Dissertation

OPTIONAL MODULES

Breeding for Performance

Postgraduate Independent Study 

Applied Equine Exercise Physiology

Equine Therapy and Rehabilitation 

Equine Behaviour and Welfare

Rider Performance

Equestrian Performance (MRes, PGDIP, PGCERT) ONE YEAR FULL-TIME 
or flexible part-time options

DID YOU KNOW?

The Postgraduate Certificate Equestrian Performance and Rehabilitation can be completed full-time in one 
year. On successful completion of the PG Certificate, graduates have the opportunity to progress to the PG 
Diploma Equine Science and then on to MSc Equine Science or directly on to the MSc Equine Science. The PG 
Certificate, therefore, acts as an ideal transition to postgraduate study for those who may not be in a position 
to go straight on to a full Masters programme. The opportunity for part-time study can also be offered. Study 
plans can be developed with support from the Programme Manager to take into consideration personal 
circumstances and career goals. 

The taught modules within the equine postgraduate provision are delivered via weekend study blocks to 
help you to fit study alongside your career and/or personal commitments. Each module will be delivered over 
either one or two weekends depending on the credit weighting and delivery methods for the module. Trips 
are often run in association with specific modules that are run on a cost recovery basis and students are given 
significant time to be able to plan for such expenses outside of the standard fees.

WHY SHOULD YOU STUDY THIS QUALIFICATION?

The Postgraduate Certificate Equestrian Performance and Rehabilitation provides you with the opportunity 
to develop and further explore a range of applied subjects within the field of equestrian science, specifically 
focused on maintaining, enhancing and restoring performance within equestrian athletes. 

The programme contains core modules with a strong applied context, enabling graduates to appreciate and 
evaluate the interaction between the physiology of exercise and the principles behind rehabilitating the  
sports horse. Within modules, you will gain hands-on experience of modern technology, including gait analysis  
and electromyography equipment, which can be used to assess performance; building valuable skills for your 
future. 

The selected modules aim to increase your knowledge and understanding of how equine science can 
maximise performance, increase career length and aid in selection of the performance horse. 

Equestrian Performance and Rehabilitation [Postgraduate Certificate] 

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

Applicants should have at least a lower second 
(2:2) Honours Degree in a relevant subject.

Students with non-relevant qualifications but 
two or more years of relevant work experience 
or professional experience will be considered on 
an individual basis.

We welcome students with equivalent 
qualifications.

CORE MODULES

Applied Equine Exercise Physiology

Equine Therapy and Rehabilitation

OPTIONAL MODULES

Rider Performance

Postgraduate Independent Study

ONE YEAR FULL-TIME 
or flexible part-time options
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MEET THE Staff | Tamara montrose|

What do you do at Hartpury? 

As the current Programme Manager for the BSc 
and Masters in Research Animal Behaviour and 
Welfare, I am responsible for overseeing the 
day-to-day running of the courses and making 
sure that the students get the best experience 
possible. I also act as personal tutor to second and 
third year undergraduates and Masters students; 
helping guide and support them to achieve their 
potential. In my teaching role, I lead modules on 
subjects like behavioural and evolutionary ecology 
and animal psychology. The students can take their 
learning in so many directions depending on their 
interests and the career they want to go into. 

What opportunities are there for 
students?  

Our animal degree students get to explore so 
many opportunities and work experience is a 
big part of that. Our own animal unit as well as 
our separate equine and canine hydrotherapy 
centres help students gain hands on experience 
on campus. Volunteering outside of their study 
will not only provide great experience for their 
CV but also gives students a chance to get to 
know the industry and the people within it. Plus 
it’s a great way to help them identify the route 

they might want to take when they graduate. 
Away from campus, we have great links with a 
number of local animal welfare, management and 
conservation organisations like the Blue Cross, 
Bristol Zoo and Oak and Furrows Wildlife Rescue 
that can also offer work experience. We’ve had 
students present their findings at international 
conferences and be published in top academic 
journals. Each student does a research project in 
their final year, which allows them to delve deeper 
into a topic they are really interested in or that 
could be important for the industry. 

What can students go on to do?  

Working with animals is hard work. The money is 
not always fantastic but it’s an incredibly rewarding 
career. A Hartpury degree gives students access 
to a wide range of career options and we’ve seen 
graduates go on to everything from working as a 
dog trainer in the British Army to wildlife rangers 
in Australia and conservationists in New Zealand. 
Other job opportunities include working for large 
animal welfare organisations, charities, zoos and 
training centres. 

What makes Hartpury special?
 
The personalised support you get at Hartpury is 
very important. Because Hartpury is smaller than 

many other university campuses, we really get to 
know our students. We know who is interested 
in what and the opportunities that they might 
benefit from, so we can meet their needs as 
individuals and give them the best possible chance 
of achieving their ambitions. We do that in a 
range of ways, from taking a group every month 
to Bristol Zoo for research lectures to supporting 
students to attend local and national courses 
and conferences. Wildlife Rehabilitation, Student 
Environmental Enrichment and Mammal Society 
training courses are just some of the extra options 
students can take while studying here to improve 
their skillset. We also run a field course to Mankwe 
Wildlife Reserve in South Africa. Students say this 
is one of their best experiences as they learn how 
to work with the reserve staff to track wildlife 
and take part in anti-poaching activities. This trip 
forms a really exciting module on a number of our 
courses.



DID YOU KNOW?

The postgraduate Equine Science provision is offered as a PG Certificate, PG Diploma or MSc. Each of these 
options can be completed full-time in one year. The opportunity to progress from the PG Certificate to the PG 
Diploma and then on to the Masters programme supports the opportunity for part-time study options that 
could range from two to six years depending on personal circumstances and career goals. 

The taught modules are delivered via weekend study blocks to facilitate study alongside your career or 
personal commitments. Each module will be delivered over either one or two weekends depending on the 
credit weighting and delivery methods for the module. Trips are often run in association with specific modules 
that are run on a cost recovery basis only and students are given significant time to be able to plan for such 
expenses outside of the standard fees.

Equine Science (MSc, Postgraduate Diploma or Postgraduate Certificate)

WHY YOU SHOULD STUDY THIS DEGREE

The MSc Equine Science programme provides you with the opportunity to develop and further explore a 
range of applied subjects within the field of equestrian science, building on your prior learning and experience 
within the industry. The programme contains core modules within a broad range of subjects; each with a 
strong applied context enabling you to appreciate and evaluate the interaction of science within practice. 
Through selected modules, you will gain hands-on experience of modern technology, including gait analysis 
and electromyography equipment which can be used to assess performance, building valuable skills for your 
future. Your choice of modules will help you to increase your knowledge and understanding of how equine 
science can maximise performance, extend career length or aid in selection of the performance horse, with a 
core goal of optimising the horse’s welfare. 

Both the Postgraduate dissertation module and the optional Postgraduate independent study, module provide 
you with the opportunity to examine in greater level of critical detail an area of equine science which you have 
a motivated interest in and which is potentially linked to future career development. Students are encouraged 
to attend conferences, present their research and become a member of the wider academic community, 
including at our own annual Alltech-Hartpury Equine Performance Conference.

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

Applicants should have at least a lower second 
(2:2) Honours Degree in a relevant subject.

Students with non-relevant qualifications but 
two or more years of relevant work experience 
or professional experience will be considered on 
an individual basis.

We welcome students with equivalent 
qualifications.

ONE YEAR FULL-TIME 
or flexible part-time options
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STUDYING Equine Science (MSc, Postgraduate Diploma or Postgraduate Certificate)

CORE MODULES

Applied Equine Exercise Physiology

Equine Therapy and Rehabilitation

The Research Process

Equine Behaviour and Welfare

Rider Performance

The Postgraduate Dissertation

OPTIONAL MODULES

Breeding for Performance

Postgraduate Independent Study

AFTER GRADUATION

Graduates from the MSc Equine Science have progressed onto careers within the equine industry 
and the allied and wider biological science industries. Graduates have previously progressed 
to PhDs in a related topic or have entered the industry in equestrian sport research, research 

consultancy, equine behaviour and lecturing. 
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Going to Hartpury was one of the best decisions I’ve made. I now work as a 
Research Ethics Officer for St George’s University London. Hartpury also gave me 
the practical skills to fulfil a Games Maker role as a Veterinary Technician at the 
London 2012 Olympic Games.

Sian Ellis Research Ethics Officer, St 
George’s University London

Photo credit: The Horse Trust



Our students get 
exposure to all the 
different equine sports 
and the different 
cultures that exist 
within the industry.”
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What I do 

I teach degree and masters students and also manage Hartpury’s Equine Therapy 
Centre. We treat horses with all manner of issues surrounding lameness and poor 
performance. We deal with horses and owners from different backgrounds - 
everything from owners with one horse right through to people with a stable of 
20 horses. We see the peak performers who are going to major championships 
and international competitions. This means that our students get exposure to all 
the different equine sports and the different cultures that exist within the industry. 
There aren’t many places where you will see so many different horses from 
different disciplines all in one place. I feel very lucky to have a job I love, where  
I am learning every day and where I don’t have to go to work in a suit!

How I got here 

It was during my physiology degree that I discovered the body of scientific 
evidence that exists in the field of equine exercise physiology. I later did my  
MSc research project looking at horses and treadmills. I’ve been at Hartpury since 
1999 and completed my PhD at the University of the West of England. My thesis 
brought together all the studies I have done in the therapy centre.

Working in the equine industry 

Anyone who wants a career working with horses has got to be sharp. People 
often think looking after horses involves only menial tasks. It’s not the case. 
You’ve got to be switched on and always asking yourself questions about the 
welfare of the horses. Every minute of the day you are applying the science 
you have been taught.

In the therapy centre we have up to 10 horses in for treatment at any time 
and we have to know their medical history and coordinate with the vet, the 
therapist and the farrier - and be able to put all this knowledge altogether 
and translate it in a way the owner can understand.

Getting experience in the therapy centre 

We run a voluntary work experience programme. Students work as part of  
the team and are seen as staff members by our clients. They have to be able  
to conduct themselves professionally and respect client confidentiality. Students 
that do work experience in the therapy centre tend to do well in the industry. 
They go into veterinary practices or research centres in veterinary universities 
because they can demonstrate they have handled horses in situations you 
wouldn’t ever see in a general vet practice. 

Opportunities in the industry 

In terms of starting your career, Hartpury is very well placed - right in the centre 
of national hunt country and an area where most of the Olympic medallists 
came from. There are also eight thriving equine vet practices locally and we 
have vets in the centre every day of the week. All of the local vet practices are 
referring horses to our therapy centre. So this means we can give 30 students 
each year a chance to work in the centre. When our graduates go for jobs, 
I often get called from the local practices for references and I am able to 
talk about our students with real knowledge of what they are like in a work 
situation, which is what employers want to know, rather than just a list of  
a student’s grades.

MEET THE STAFF | DR KATHRYN NANKERVIS
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Equine Behaviour and Welfare [Postgraduate Certificate]

DID YOU KNOW?

The Postgraduate Certificate Equine Behaviour and Welfare can be completed full-time in one year. On 
successful completion of the PG Certificate, graduates have the opportunity to progress to the PG Diploma 
Equine Science and then on to MSc Equine Science, or directly on to the MSc Equine Science. The PG 
Certificate, therefore, acts as an ideal transition to postgraduate study for those who may not be in a position 
to move straight onto a full Masters programme. Part-time study options are also available. Study plans can be 
developed with support from the Programme Manager to take into consideration personal circumstances and 
career goals. 

The taught modules within the equine postgraduate provision are delivered via weekend study blocks to 
facilitate study alongside your career or personal commitments. Each module will be delivered over either one 
or two weekends depending on the credit weighting and delivery methods for the module. Trips are often 
run in association with specific modules that are run on a cost recovery basis only and students are given 
significant time to be able to plan for such expenses outside of the standard fees.

WHY SHOULD YOU STUDY THIS QUALIFICATION?

The Postgraduate Certificate Equine Behaviour and Welfare provides you with the opportunity to develop 
and further explore a range of applied subjects within the field of equestrian science with a specific focus on 
optimising the welfare of the horse through the employment of appropriate management strategies within 
the routine care of equestrian athletes. 

The programme is founded around the core module of Equine Behaviour and Welfare. The applied content of 
this module enables you to appreciate and evaluate the interactions between the horse, the human and the 
management systems imposed on the equine athlete. This module aims to increase your knowledge of equine 
behavioural science and develop an appreciation of how scientific investigations into equine behaviour can 
enhance health and performance within the domestic horse. 

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

Applicants should have at least a lower second 
(2:2) Honours Degree in a relevant subject.

Students with non-relevant qualifications but 
two or more years of relevant work experience 
or professional experience will be considered on 
an individual basis.

CORE MODULES

Equine Behaviour and Welfare

OPTIONAL MODULES

Breeding for Performance

Rider Performance

Applied Equine Exercise Physiology

Equine Therapy and Rehabilitation

The Research Process

Postgraduate Independent Study

ONE YEAR FULL-TIME 
or flexible part-time options
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Postgraduate Diploma Two Years, 
Masters Degree Three Years  (part-time routes)

Veterinary Physiotherapy [MSC]

YEAR 1

Preparation for Clinical Practice 

Comparative and Applied Anatomy Physiology and Biomechanics 

Understanding Veterinary Diagnostics and Physiotherapy Assessment

YEAR 2

Research Methods

Applied Business Management 

Veterinary Physiotherapy Rehabilitation 

YEAR 3

Postgraduate Dissertation

AFTER GRADUATION

Once qualified, students will be eligible to set up their own business in veterinary physiotherapy or 
be employed in the industry.

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

You must be a Physiotherapist registered with the Health and Care Professions 
Council.  You will also need to be a member of the Chartered Society of 
Physiotherapy and be a Category B member of the association of Chartered 
Physiotherapists in Animal Therapy (ACPAT) for insurance purposes.

Applicants should have at least a lower second class (2:2) Honours Degree in 
Physiotherapy.

A minimum of one year postgraduate experience of working as a human 
physiotherapist is also desirable.

IELTS if required for PG programmes: 6.5 

7.0 ONLY for Veterinary Physiotherapy

WHAT YOU WILL LEARN:

The course is offered on a part-time basis with the taught aspect of the 
programme being delivered in ‘blocks’ of study (each block is usually between 
two and four days in length and there are approximately twelve blocks of 
attendance per year) on both weekdays and weekends. Additionally, there will 
be times when students are required to attend for individual days, e.g. where 
assessments are scheduled. You will also be required to undertake periods of 
clinical placement and students are expected to undertake a significant amount 
of independent learning. All modules are compulsory, with three in each of 
the first two years. The third year is the postgraduate dissertation, which is 
optional.

Following graduation, students will either have a Postgraduate Diploma or MSc 
in Veterinary Physiotherapy. This will allow them to upgrade from Category B 
membership of ACPAT to Category A. 
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ENTRY REQUIREMENTS:

Applicants should have at least a lower second (2:2) Honours Degree in a 
relevant subject.
Students with non-relevant qualifications but two or more years of relevant 
work experience or professional experience will be considered on an individual 
basis.
We welcome students with equivalent qualifications.

COACHING SCIENCE (MSC, PGDIP, PGCERT) ONE YEAR FULL-TIME OR 
FLEXIBLE PART-TIME OPTIONS 

WHY YOU SHOULD STUDY THIS DEGREE:

Postgraduate research itself is treated as a further context in which coaching 
scientists can increase their skills base with completion of a research 
process module allowing for a sound foundation from which to complete 
a dissertation project in order to convert their PG diploma into a Masters 
degree.

Currently the MSc Coaching Science programme can be completed full-time 
in one year or via part-time negotiated study plans ranging from two to six 
years depending on personal circumstances and career goals. 
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MODULES

Professional Development Portfolio Coaching Craft

Reflective Practice Coach Education in Context

High Performing Environments Research Process

Pedagogy in Practice Postgraduate Dissertation

AFTER  GRADUATION

Graduates from the MSc Coaching Science have progressed to careers in physical education, sport 
development and coach education for a range of national governing bodies.

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS:

Applicants should have at least a lower second (2:2) Honours Degree in a 
relevant subject.
Students with non-relevant qualifications but two or more years of relevant 
work experience or professional experience will be considered on an individual 
basis. We welcome students with equivalent qualifications.

INTEGRATED PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT (COACHING SCIENCE) - [MSC, PGDIP, PGCERT] 

CORE MODULES

Professional Development Portfolio Coaching Craft

Reflective Practice

CONTEXT MODULES

High Performing Environments* Pedagogy in Practice*

Coach Education in Context* Work-Based Learning Portfolio

Coaching Work-Based Extended Project**

* Students study at least one of these context modules and complete a number of work-based 
portfolios via a personalised negotiated learning plan that defines portfolio topics and aims.

** The compulsory ‘dissertation’ component that students complete in order to achieve the award 
of MSc IPD (Coaching Science).
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ONE YEAR FULL-TIME OR FLEXIBLE PART-TIME OPTIONS 

WHY YOU SHOULD STUDY THIS DEGREE:

The Integrated Professional Development (Coaching Science) programme 
is designed to allow coaches from all sporting environments to develop 
their practice and professional network by completing a range of portfolio 
projects negotiated in partnership with personal tutors from Hartpury 
College’s HE Sport department. 

Portfolio projects can be completed by individuals or may form a 
component of a group effort, with coaches working together to investigate 
an aspect of personal practice before creating an output, such as a report 
or presentation, that can be published to the wider coaching community. 
These portfolios can therefore focus on part of the learner’s current 
workplace responsibilities or be used to plan future ventures directly linked 
to the coach’s environment and career progression plans

This innovative approach to postgraduate study allows coaches to focus 
their research on a number of possible coaching contexts including 
teaching, coach education and supporting high performance athletes, 
and therefore to design their own powerful professional development 
experiences.

Core coaching modules are studied alongside students completing the Msc 
Coaching Science programme, allowing valuable sharing of perspectives and 
resources whilst portfolio projects can be completed ‘in’ and ‘through’ your 
current coaching activities or long term professional responsibilities

WHY YOU SHOULD STUDY THIS DEGREE:

The MSc Coaching Science programme provides students with the 
opportunity to develop and explore their personal coaching practice 
alongside coaches from a range of sport disciplines. Core Coaching Craft 
and Reflective Practice modules examine key transferable skills and provide 
a theoretical framework which allows individuals to create a personalised 
Professional Development Portfolio that charts their collaboration with guest 
contributors from a wide array of external governing bodies and agencies. 
Managed coaching observations provide a further important portfolio 
experience with a Postgraduate Certificate being awarded to students who 
complete this initial group of modules.

Those choosing to continue their studies move from the programme’s core 
to complete a Postgraduate diploma with a selection of contextualised 
modules each focusing on a potential future site of employment. Not only 
do these components aim to develop understanding of teaching, coach 
education and high performing coach environments but they also tailor 
their assessment methods to mirror the demands of these professional roles 
and support long term engagement with advanced practitioners from these 
domains.



Applied Strength and Conditioning (MSc, PGDIP, PGCERT)

WHY YOU SHOULD STUDY THIS DEGREE:

This course is designed to provide those who have a Strength and 
Conditioning background (either academic or practice-based) with an 
opportunity to further develop their knowledge base. This programme 
is designed with a practical orientation towards the application and 
evolution of theory to practice in varied settings. There is a particular 
emphasis on a motor learning and motor control approach to strength 
and conditioning practice, which will provide students with an advanced 
understanding of the transferability of strength training to motor 
performance.

The application of good science in practice giving rise to evidence-
led provision is a skill that will be specifically developed on this course 
and, as such, complements our existing postgraduate Coaching 
Science programme. While there are clear links between Strength and 
Conditioning and Coaching Science, this new programme is aimed at 
applicants who are seeking specific preparation for a career as a strength 
and conditioning coach. You will undertake practice-based modules to 
develop advanced skills for subsequent professional accreditation. You 
will progress relatively quickly to working autonomously in challenging 
environments that may include practice experience away from the 
campus. Practice experience is already a strong feature of many courses 
at Hartpury, so you will benefit from well-established practice placement 
contacts and collaboration.

Topics you could study on this course could include applied motor 
learning and motor control, science of training response and adaptation, 
practical techniques in strength and conditioning, strength and 
conditioning from theory to practice, independent research project and a 
work placement/internship
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One year full-time
Part-time routes are available

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS:

Applicants should have at least a lower second (2:2) Honours Degree in a 
relevant subject.
Students with non-relevant qualifications but two or more years of relevant 
work experience or professional experience will be considered on an individual 
basis.
We welcome students with equivalent qualifications.

DID YOU KNOW?

Graduates from this programme will be well placed to pursue Strength and 
Conditioning careers within the sports industry and working for national 
governing bodies, professional and amateur clubs. There’s also the potential to 
progress into academic positions.



What I do

I work for Play Rugby USA whose mission is to ‘develop youth through 
rugby’. I live in New York City and we work with over 14,000 kids in over 300 
schools. I coach the Under-19s academy team (male and female) and manage 
a junior rugby club called Manhattan RFC. I run and coach elite rugby camps 
and clinics to players during the holidays. 

I shadowed the USA International coaching staff in the week running up to 
the USA playing the New Zealand Maori All Blacks and I am also still involved 
at West Point Military Academy during the summer months. 

Why I did my Masters

I loved the education and theory side of the coaching and felt that I had 
so much more to learn after my undergraduate degree. I really wanted to 
challenge myself further academically. 

I also loved coaching at Hartpury and wanted this to continue to expand my 
experiences. 

My Masters has given me more credibility in the professional world and 
also the opportunity to meet coaches and complete another thesis in which 
I interviewed some fantastic names in the coaching world, such as Stuart 
Lancaster. 

My time at Hartpury

At Hartpury I started by taking a BSc (Hons) in Sports Coaching and achieved 
a 2:1. I have always coached and I chose to come here due to the quality of 
the rugby and the facilities. Where better to learn about coaching than with 
the best teams and the best coaches? 

The deeper into coaching you get, the less focus there is on the physical and 
tactical and more on the psychology, on and off the pitch. I was asked to 
coach the fresher’s rugby team over summer. As a Masters student I was also 
the university third XV coach as well. It meant that what I learnt, I could put 
into practice straight away.

Advice for people wanting a career in coaching

I loved to volunteer a lot! I did eight years and still continue to do so, as there 
is no substitute for practical experience. Step out of your comfort zone and 
challenge yourself. Talk to as many coaches as possible as there is no right 
answer and you can learn a lot from each individual coach. Have a long term 
goal and work backwards in order to reach it. 

Go on as many Continuing Professional Development (CPD) events as you can 
as you never know who you will meet or learn. Work hard; it’s the only way 
to get to where you want to be in the coaching world. Hartpury has opened 
doors to everything I do. I have learnt a lot from different people.

MEET THE GRADUATE| Ryszard Chadwick
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“I have coached 
kids in places like 
Manhattan and the 
Bronx. Also, the US 
Army approached 
me to coach at 
West Point.”
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Postgraduate Studentship Scheme
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“Combining  excellent facilities with academic staff that are 
passionate, knowledgeable and personally interested in my 
career development was the biggest factor in my decision  
to study at Hartpury. 

Alongside my Masters, I was  also fortunate enough to 
gain a role as a Graduate Assistant within the HE Sport 
Department; this has allowed me to apply what I have 
learned in theory into practice, which is fantastic.

Sam Hurley 
MSc Coaching Science
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The Postgraduate Studentship Scheme offers a fantastic opportunity for you to complement 
your postgraduate study with exposure to real life working environments within a paid 
position at Hartpury. 

Each post comprises a two-year term-time contract of 15 hours a week and is an ideal 
opportunity for those who would like to work within the education or research sectors. 
This competitive programme has seen past graduates going on to roles such as Lecturing, 
Performance Analysis, Senior Coaching positions and Sponsorship Coordinator roles, to 
name a few. 

Each successful applicant will complete a full induction programme and receive ongoing 
continuing professional development opportunities throughout the year. Such CPD activities 
will include teaching and learning qualifications and support for Higher Education Academy 
membership, while adding a distinctive range of workplace responsibilities to their CVs. As 
such, the scheme offers the ideal opportunity to subsidise postgraduate study fees, while 
demonstrating the ability to combine further degree study with the demands of contributing 
to a challenging professional workplace environment and developing a range of transferable 
skills that are highly prized by potential future employers.

The Postgraduate Studentship Scheme comprises two distinct roles of Teaching Assistant 
(TA) and Research Assistant (RA). Each of the RA’s will be aligned to one of the four 
proposed key research arenas: Sustainable communities and wellbeing, animal welfare, sport 
performance and pedagogy and practice. Each of the TA’s will be coupled with one of the 
university centre departments; Agriculture, Animal, Equine, Sport and Veterinary Nursing. 

Teaching and learning duties for the TA roles would involve supporting practical classes, 
small group work, practical demonstrates and guided lecture delivery for modules and 
programmes within their department. RA roles would involve engaging with and supporting 
the coordination, development and dissemination of research within their allocated research 
arena. 

Visit www.hartpury.ac.uk/pgstudentship to download an application form or contact the 
Human Resources department on extension 2135. Disclosure and Barring Service (DBS) 
reports will be required from any successful candidate.

* Hartpury College is an equal opportunities employer. 

Tim Bell spent six years at Hartpury, studying a 
degree in Sports Coaching and progressing on to 
a Masters in Coaching Science. He combined his 
studies with a Graduate Assistant coaching role  
before going on to earn a full-time job as a senior 
football coach and performance lifestyle assistant. 

Tim left Hartpury in the summer of 2014 and is now a talent school 
project manager with the Right to Dream Academy in Ghana, helping  
produce the latest young stars looking to emulate their heroes who 
appeared at the World Cup finals in Brazil.

Right to Dream is a residential academy based in Ghana that seeks to 
discover and nurture young footballers through education, sport and 
character development so that they become role models within the sport 
and for their peers. It exists to give talented, underprivileged children from 
all over West Africa the opportunity to develop their talent and fulfil their 
potential.

Former Hartpury student, Trabzonspor and Ghana striker Abdul Majeed 
Waris, is just one of the many players to have gone through the world-
renowned RtD Academy.

Tim said: “As well as scouting for new kids for the programme, I have 
been busy writing the football curriculum, which we will use to help 
nurture and develop the children’s ability, both on and off the pitch.

“The whole experience has, and will continue to be, an eye-opener for 
me, and I really cannot wait to make a difference.”     

Tim isn’t the only representative from Hartpury currently working with 
Right to Dream. Joe Mulberry, who also completed his Masters at the 
college, is head of recruitment.



What I do

I work for Nike as a football coach and I have direct involvement with the 
Nike Academy, which involves working with players from ‘Nike Partnered 
Clubs’ across the UK. I have also been named as a head coach on Nike ‘Most 
Wanted’ which is the recruitment process for the Academy that runs twice a 
year globally. I also work closely with the product teams on both apparel and 
footwear that players wear within sessions.

My Hartpury journey

After completing my Sports Coaching degree at Hartpury, I was offered the 
opportunity to stay for another year to do a Masters degree in Coaching 
Science and that really appealed to me, providing an opportunity to gain 
another advanced academic qualification and build my coaching CV.

What makes studying sport at Hartpury special

Being immersed in a high performance environment at Hartpury, both 
academically and practically, you develop a mindset that allows you to push 
yourself to perform at a higher level. Being surrounded by top class facilities 
and support staff on a daily basis all contribute to you achieving your desired 
performance levels, both on and off the field. Understanding what’s needed 
to work effectively within a team but also wanting to better yourself as an 

individual are all traits that the college promotes and supports. That ethos and 
culture has helped me to take the path that I am on now.

How Hartpury helped me to where I am now

Working for Nike is a fantastic opportunity with new challenges continuously 
arising. My time at Hartpury taught me that working hard in all that you 
do to get to where you want to be is of paramount importance. Hartpury 
offered valuable experience within the coaching environment and I was able 
to develop a strong skill set as a coach and a person. Coaching now on a daily 
basis, I evaluate my progress and always think about how I could do things 
differently - a skill I developed within my time at Hartpury – from College right 
the way through to postgraduate study.

My advice to future students and graduates

It’s really important that you give 100% in all that you do, both academically 
and in sport. There are plenty of opportunities available to you if you work 
hard and don’t lose sight of the end goal. Make the most of the environment 
that you are in as much as possible, as this will help to get you where you 
aspire to be in future.

MEET THE GRADUATE| Dan holloway
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Research at Hartpury

Research, scholarship and practice are central to what we do at Hartpury. 
Following our last institutional review by the QAA in 2011, the culture of 
research and scholarly activities that exists at Hartpury was highlighted as a 
key area of good practice. This commitment to research and scholarly activity 
remains an important institutional focus.

We pride ourselves on conducting exceptional applied research and 
scholarship in the subject areas of Animal and Land, Equine and Sport. But 
research at Hartpury is not something that is shut away in a laboratory, we 
involve our students in our research, and in many cases our students lead 
research projects and the staff act as mentors and co-researchers. Each year 
we support postgraduate research projects across a wide range of subject 

areas, a significant number of which go on to be published or presented at 
national and international conferences.

Hartpury also hosts research, scholarship and practice conferences such as the 
UK Coaching Certificate (UKCC) Level Four Community of Practice conference 
(pictured centre above), the UFAW Student Animal Welfare Conference and 
the Alltech-Hartpury student conference. Events such as these not only enable 
staff to share their research, scholarship and practice with other experts in 
the field, but provide a fantastic opportunity for postgraduate students to 
participate as full delegates and help them on their journey to becoming 
active researchers, scholars and practitioners.
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You can find out more about the latest research projects being carried out at Hartpury at 
www.hartpury.ac.uk/research
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Hartpury Equine, Rider 
Performance Centre



MEET THE GRADUATE | RACHEL KENT

SPONSORSHIP CO-ORDINATOR AT THE THREE COUNTIES SHOWGROUND IN MALVERN, WORCESTERSHIRE

About my job
I manage about 50 different sponsorship accounts for four different major shows 
across the year. The accounts I manage are incredibly varied - some are equestrian, 
some agricultural, some sporting and some are from very different industry sectors 
like building management, educational institutions and clothing brands.

Using my Masters degree at work
I use what I learned during my studies at Hartpury every day, especially from the 
practical side, like delivering presentations to members of the board. Equally, I learned 
a lot about putting packs together for sponsors during my Masters in Sports Business 
Management. Time management and organisation is a huge part of any job role and 
Hartpury helped me with that by always giving me a full plate! 

Why Hartpury? 
When I returned from my Foundation Degree sandwich year, I chose to stay at 
Hartpury and top-up to the BSc (Hons) Equine Management degree. I then went 
on to do my Masters and that progression route from foundation right through 
to Masters suited me prefectly. It enabled me to focus in on my areas of interest, 
hone so many different skills and gain a really wide variety of work experience. The 
opportunities at Hartpury are limitless. I was crazy busy as a result but I learned a lot 
about myself and gained impressive skills which have since helped me to start out on 
a great career. 

How I got into the industry
I’ve always been interested in agriculture but I didn’t want to spend my career in 
wellies! While I was doing my Masters, I took the opportunity to become a Graduate 
Assistant at Hartpury and I worked within the marketing team. That opened my eyes 
to more career possibilities and gave me work experience and skills to boost my CV. 
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Postgraduate Panel Q and 
A with business leaders - 
January 2014



Hartpury provides elite athletes with an exceptional opportunity to pursue excellence without 
compromising academic progress.

In addition to the focus on skills and knowledge, our elite development programmes also provide specialist coaching as 
well as high levels of professional support including physiotherapy, strength and conditioning and sports psychology. 

Sporting and academic activities are carefully timetabled to ensure an optimal balance for all elite athletes. Students 
who are not part of an elite programme will have the chance to participate in a range of recreational sports from golf, 
football and netball to badminton, basketball and athletics.

Elite university sports include:

EQUINE 
Hartpury is synonymous with excellence in equine; supporting and developing high calibre riders seeking to build a 
competitive career in one of the Olympic disciplines, whilst continuing their academic education. Our multi-million 
pound equine facilities give students access to seven arenas, and we also offer cross-country courses up to FEI 3* level.

RUGBY 
Five times British Universities and Colleges (BUCS) National Champions, our senior rugby programme has continually 
proven itself one of the leading university sides in the country. We’ve produced over 100 internationals during the 
last 10 years and our excellent links with professional club, Gloucester Rugby, see graduates regularly featuring at the 
highest level.

WOMEN’S RUGBY 
As one of the fastest growing sports in the UK, we continue to be at the heart of supporting the next generation 
of female players. More than twenty England Under-20s and three senior England players have come through our 
programme which is coordinated and delivered by a full-time RFU professional coach.

FOOTBALL 
Winners of the British Universities and Colleges Sport (BUCS) Premier League seven years running, and three times BUCS 
National Champions, our senior football programme has established itself as one of the best in the UK. Several players, 
such as Trabzonspor and Ghana striker, Abdul Majeed Waris, have gone on to secure professional contracts in the UK 
and abroad.

WOMEN’S FOOTBALL AND FUTSAL
Women’s football and futsal Hartpury is now setting its sights on developing some of the UK’s brightest female 
footballing talent, with its new women’s football and futsal programme.

ROWING
Building on the unprecedented success of our junior rowing programme, which has produced 12 Great Britain junior 
and Under-23 internationals and won three consecutive Henley Royal Regatta titles, University Centre Hartpury is now 
offering rowers aged 18 and over the chance to develop their rowing within our elite programme while studying for a 
degree.

elite performer development
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CHELTENHAM 
15 minutes drive from the 
Hartpury campus.

A centre for culture with different 
festivals each year covering horse 
racing, literature, jazz, science 
and music.

LONDON 
Two hours by train 
One of the world’s 
great cities. 

BRISTOL 
60 minutes by train  
Offering a busy 
cultural calendar.

BIRMINGHAM 
60 minutes by train 
The UK’s second 
largest city.

Historic cathedral city where 
scenes from Harry Potter were 
filmed. Plenty of cafés, 
restaurants, bars and clubs. 

GLOUCESTER 
Five minutes drive from the 
Hartpury campus. 

WHERE WE ARE 

University Centre Hartpury is on the A417, four miles north of 
Gloucester. 

From the M5 | Leave at junction 11 and follow the A40 towards Gloucester. At the 
first roundabout, turn towards Ross-on-Wye. At the third roundabout, take the A417 
towards Ledbury. After leaving Maisemore, the college is signposted at the second 
turning on the left. 

From the M50 | Leave at junction 2 and follow the A417 south towards Gloucester 
to Hartpury. Continue for approximately 10 miles. The college is signposted to the right. 

From London and the M4 | Leave the M4 at junction 15 and follow the A419 
towards Cirencester. At Cirencester the A419 becomes the A417. Follow the A417 
towards Gloucester and the M5. At the roundabout at the Air Balloon pub, take the 
first exit towards Gloucester. Take the second exit at the next roundabout. At the next 
roundabout take the third exit (A40) towards Ross-on-Wye. Continue on the A40, 
heading straight on at the next two roundabouts. At the third roundabout, take the 
A417 towards Ledbury. After leaving Maisemore, the college  
is signposted at the second turning on the left. 

Take a look  
at Google maps  

(maps.google.co.uk) 
and zoom in on the 

satellite view of  
GL19 3BE.

Hartpury
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I use what I learned during my Masters 
degree every day in my job, like delivering 
presentations to board members and putting 

packs together for sponsors, not to mention time 
management and organisation! Doing a Masters 
definitely put me on the path to a great career. 
Now I manage about 50 different sponsorship 
accounts for four different major shows across the 
year. It’s hard work but I love it.” 

Rachel Kent | Sponsorship co-ordinator at the Three Counties Showground, MA Sports 
Business Management

www.hartpury.ac.uk
University Centre Hartpury, Hartpury, Gloucestershire, GL19 3BE
T: 01452 702345  |  F: 01452 700629  |  E: enquire@hartpury.ac.uk

Stay in contact with Hartpury on Twitter and Facebook -  
facebook.com/hartpury, @hartpury and instagram.com/harpurycollege 

Watch our YouTube channel

EQUINE | ANIMAL | Agriculture | SPORT

I loved the education and theory side of coaching and felt that I had so much more to learn after my 
undergraduate degree. I really wanted to challenge myself further academically. I also loved coaching 

at Hartpury and wanted this to continue to expand my experiences.  My Masters has given me more credibility 
in the professional world and also the opportunity to meet coaches and complete another thesis. That gave 
me the opportunity to interview some fantastic names in the coaching world, including England coach Stuart 
Lancaster.”

QAA checks how UK universities and colleges maintain 
the standard of their higher education provision.

Ryszard Chadwick, Coach | Play Rugby USA | MSc Coaching Science at Hartpury


